
Here they go. With the third album out since July, the
incredible Viagra Boys once more prove that they are not
afraid of grooving where darkness reigns.

VIAGRA BOYS 
main punk and hardcore background, as well as
his fascination for country music: "The roots are,
of course in deep punk rock. If everybody were
listening 100% to punk rock, it would be just so
boring to make an album that sounds exactly like
an album somebody did already before. Taking
some elements from Miles Davis or whatever
becomes more interesting." But is there one
band or artist all the members dig? The answer
comes fast, as Elias states: "Yeah. It's The
Stooges, especially their second album
Funhouse." But there's more to it. Elias continues
telling an incredible story. Iggy Pop's general
interest in new music is at the core of it: "Actually
he has played us in his radio show. It was fucking
absurd to hear his voice say our name for the
first time. Then there is this music prize in
Sweden called Polar Music Prize, which Iggy Pop
received, and he said something about getting
real like the Viagra Boys. I don't remember it in
detail, but it was hilarious, him mentioning us in
front of the king and queen of Sweden. I laughed
so hard."
Mentioning Mr Osterberg, it's only fair to inquire
about the Viagra Boy's image of a hard-partying
band close to self-destruction. Elias soothes when
saying: "When I learned to know these guys,
everybody partied very hard. All week, every day.
Now people have thankfully come down a lot. So
when we are not on tour, everybody takes it very
easy - no worries about anybody's health."
Thumbs up! Make sure to check out Viagra Boy's
upcoming live shows!

THE RECORD IN BRIEF

'Cave World', as the new record is
titled, deals with a lot of bad stuff:
conspiracy theories or violent incel
fantasies that again got laid open due
to the pandemic. Talking to
keyboarder Elias Jungqvist, for him, it's
pretty clear where the mindset of the
songs is rooted: "We made a
Rock'n'Roll record. Sebastian always
writes the lyrics. It was everything that
happened around us and turned out
pretty much as an apocalypse thing."
'Cave World' delivers the expected,
waltzing potpourri of rousing post-
punk tunes. Nevertheless, Elias recalls
that the record was only finished in
the second attempt: "During the
pandemic, we went to the countryside
at first, recorded a lot of songs and
made an album super fast. We
thought it was great and sent it to our
label. This is it; say nothing; we are
going to release this. A couple of
weeks later, our bass player started
wondering if this was really as good as
we first thought. Then we re-recorded
some songs, put others in the
trashcan, and did some new ones."
As a result, a very own universe
occurred out of fierce cynism, irony
and lyrics like frontal attacks. A unique
receipt handling rather tricky topics?

"I think so." Elias states before
continuing: "Take those people having
weird opinions with all the
conspiracies about the Vaccines. Even
if you hate them because it destroys
the world and kills people, we can't
help to be very fascinated as well that
there are people who believe all these
crazy theories. We can't help to also
laugh at it, although at the same time,
it's so horrible."
Elias joined the band a bit later, which
was the best that could have
happened to him: "I am not one of the
founding members and have only
been in the band for four years. When
I joined this weird universe, I found
out that this is more creative than any
situation I've been in before."
Twelve songs with the rolling "Ain't No
Thief" as the first single output.
Produced by fellows Pelle Gunnerfeldt
and DJ Haydn, it's once again the
mixture of elements out of jazz, punk,
and blues, which builds up the band's
very own sound. For Elias, a
straightforward consequence of the
band member's versatile backgrounds
with Tor Sjödén on drums and
saxophonist Oscar Carls, both with a
somewhat jazzy experience and, of
course, frontman's Sebastian Murphy
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A record like a steamroller. Whereas steamrollers
didn't exist except for the Flintstones in the Stone
Age - these are the Neanderthal comparisons
often drawn lyrically here to all the dull
conspiracy theorists who crawled out of their
holes during the pandemic. Again, all this is
framed by the band's typically loud and
multifaceted post-punk garb - cheered by lighter
sax and synth melodies. Listen to the bass-driven
anthem 'Punk Rock Loser' or the relatively slow
'Big Boy' featuring Jason Williamson of the
Sleaford Mods to get in the mood. Yeah!
 

THE ALBUM IN BRIEF
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The Baboon Show 
We talked to the high-energy rock band from Stockholm
about playing music in crazy times, the band's primary
influence, and their working-class approach.

Formed in 2003, The Baboon Show
quickly became one of the best live
acts in the business. Raw, straight in
your face. Hardly impossible not to
freak out when attending one of the
band's shows. No wonder the
question about their main influence
kicks off the conversation when
meeting singer Cecilia, drummer
Niclas, bassist Frida and guitarist
Håkan before a concert at the
renowned Schlachthof in Wiesbaden.
Thinking about their hard riffed sound,
it seems total comprehensible when
Cecilia states: "We are very much
influenced by AC/DC, but we also take
the roots from '77 British punk." - and
Niclas adds: "We like old Swedish
bands like the Nomads, but it's not
influential for us."
Apart from the compulsory brake due
to Corona, The Baboon Show have
been hard touring ever since. As
Cecilia nails it, the band's natural
habitat: "We have to record and
release an album and then play live.
That's how we do it. "With a new
record not released until next year,
the band has come up with something
special for their fans to shorten the
waiting time. Along with a 7inch vinyl
with the songs 'Oddball' and the Eddie 

Meduza Cover 'Have A Party With Me'
comes not only a limited patch but as
a special bundle with a 20-page full-
colour comic starring Doctor Rock
telling hilarious stories and memories
from the band's touring madness.
Chapeau! Usually planned to be
released along with the new album,
the band "couldn't keep it" because
they simply "wanted it to be out", as
Cecilia remembers not without a tone
of satisfaction in her voice as the vinyl,
patch, and comic to her still are "a
perfect package ".
Apart from playing together in a band,
Cecilia and Frida started their podcast
in April 2021. Named 'Girl in a band', it
deals with how females performing
music and living a classic band-style
life are perceived by society. Here it's
not Doctor Rock telling compelling
stories from being on the road but the
two dealing with different aspects of
this crucial issue - or as Frida
describes it: "It's very DIY, and we
come up with different topics. The
main thing that we started is that we
often get the question, how does it
feel to be a girl playing in The Baboon
Show?" According to Cecilia, not the
only ridiculous query, the two get
asked regularly: "It's like how does it 
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feel being a girl, how does it feel being a female,
how the fuck should I know. I have no idea how it
is to be a man. The concept was also to ask male
colleagues who is taking care of their kids when
you are on the road." Frida ads: "We also did that
with the guys from Buster Shuffle and Mike from
NOFX." All worth listening to!
Regardless of their energetic music and live
shows, The Baboon Show never left the path of
criticising grievances within society from a
working-class perspective. For Håkan, this defines
the band from the start: "We have never been a
modern band, I guess. We always did it our way.
Why should we change? On the new album, we
sing about the same topics as always, over and
over again but differently - in a different package
and words." Cecilia continues that "there's still a
lot to be angry and pissed off about, what we
wanna change. We never grow out of it. Many
people are angry when they are younger, but
when they get older, they get comfortable. That's
not for us. We don't wanna write about love;
other people are doing that "- and Niclas sums it
up: "Different times, same problems." 
This brings us to the question of how familiar the
Swedish scene still is? ‚Very' could recap Håkan’s
answer: "The rock bands we all know each other.
It's a small country. For us, we share the same
rehearsal place as The Hellacopters and The
Hives. We also worked with the bass player of
The Hives on the new album. He was the co-
producer with us." Great news that should make
fans and critics even more curious about the
upcoming record.
Ultimately, all this leaves us with the serious issue
of how it feels about touring as a rock band when
the world falls to pieces. For Håkan, it "certainly
feels strange to go out on tour and have a good
time while people die because of bombs. It feels
very surrealistic and very crazy. But on the other
hand, we are a rock band. We can't kill Mr Putin
and his guys. It's going to be impossible. So
should we sit at home and be quiet, or should we
go out on tour to say fuck off to your fucking
war?" Cecilia continues stressing the positive
aspects of making music and playing live: "I think
it's a good time for concerts and shows, but of
course, it feels a little bit rude somehow, being
out on the road while people are fighting for their
lives. But music is also a good way to get positive
feelings." It Sounds like the band's mission even if
Cecilia states that it is impossible to define one.
"But if we had a mission", she continues, it would
make people enjoy themselves. We are
entertainers. That's our job." Håkan gets to the
heart of it: "If you are a full-time working class
person during the week, you need to charge your
batteries somewhere. That's when we come in
doing a show with people having fun together."
There couldn't be better closing words.
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